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A Hamming graph is a Cartesian product of complete graphs. We show that (finite
or infinite) quasi-median graphs, which are a generalization of median graphs, are
exactly the retracts of Hamming graphs. This generalizes a result of Bandelt (1984,
J. Graph Theory 8, 501510) about median graphs, and improves a result of Wilkeit
(1992, Discrete Math. 102, 191218) and of Chung, Graham, and Saks (1989,
Combinatorica 9, 111131) about finite quasi-median graphs.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In [B], Bandelt showed that median graphs are the retracts of hyper-
cubes, that is Cartesian products of copes of K2 (a median graph is a graph
in which every triple of vertices has a unique median, and a retraction of
a graph G is a non expansive map from G into a subgraph H of G, such
that his restriction to H is the identity).
Quasi-median graphs, introduced by Mulder [M] as a generalization of
median graphs, were also investigated, with various approaches, by Chung
et al. [CGS], Wilkeit [W]. Bandelt, Mulder and Wilkeit [BMW] gave
general characterizations of these graphs, and a study of there properties
was made by Wilkeit [W]; she proved that the class of finite quasi-median
graphs is the smallest class of graphs which contains the complete graphs,
and is closed under retractions and Cartesian products; thus, in particular,
every finite quasi-median graph is a retract of a Hamming graph, that is
a Cartesian product of complete graphs (see also [CGS]). With this
characterization Hagauer develops a polynomial recognition algorithm for
quasi-median graphs (see [Ha]).
In this paper, we continue the study of infinite quasi-median graphs
[CP], and prove that the property established by Wilkeit and Chung et al.
can be extended to these infinite graphs, so giving a generalization of the
above mentioned result of Bandelt [B], concerning the infinite median
graphs.
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The study of classes of graphs, closed under retractions and Cartesian
product was initiated by Hell [He], and continued by Nowakowski and
Rival [NR], which have considered the notion of variety of graphs, using
a product of graphs, called strong product, different from the product that
is used in this paper.
2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
2.1. General Points. The graphs we consider are connected, undirected,
without multiple edges and loops. If G is a graph, we denote by V(G) its
vertex set, and by E(G) its edge set. If A is a subset of V(G), the subgraph
of G, induced by A is denoted by G[A], or by A whenever no confusion
is likely, and the subgraph induced by V(G)&A is denoted by G&A.
A path P=(x0 , x1 , ..., xn) , or a x0 xn-path, is a graph with V(P)=
[x0 , x1 , ..., xn], xi {xj if i{ j, and E(P)=[[xi+xi+1] : i=0, 1, ..., n&1].
Every graph is endowed with the structure of metric space, associated
with the geodesic distance: dG(u, v) is the length of a shortest uv-path, and
such a path is called an uv-geodesic. A subgraph H of G is isometric if dH
coincides with dG on H. For any two vertices u and v of G, the interval
IG(u, v) is defined by
IG(u, v)=[w # V(G) : dG(u, w)+dG(w, v)=dG(u, v)].
A subset A of V(G) is convex if, for all u, v # A, IG(u, v) is in A. The
convex hull of A is the smallest convex set of G that contains A; it is also
the intersection of all convex sets of G that contain A.
A simplex is a complete graph (we denote by Kn the complete graph with
n vertices), and a clique of a graph G is a simplex included in G, maximal
with respect to the inclusion. K2, 3 is the complete bipartite graph, whose
subsets of vertices have 2 and 3 elements, respectively, and K1, 1, 2 is the
complete tripartite graph, whose subsets of vertices have 1, 1 and 2 elements,
respectively (that is the complete graph K4 without an edge).
A contraction, or homomorphism, from the graph G into the graph H is
a map f : V(G)  V(H), such that the image of an edge is an edge or a
vertex; in this case for every u and v of V(G), we have dH( f (u), f (v))
dG(u, v). If the equality holds, then f is an isometric embedding. An
isomorphism is a bijective contraction, such that for every u and v of V(G),
[u, v] # E(G) if and only if [ f (u), f (v)] # E(H). The graphs G and H are
isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism from G into H, and we denote
that by GrH. A contraction f from G onto an induced subgraph H of G
is a retraction from G onto H, if the restriction of f to H is the identity
map; H is then called a retract of G.
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The results of Bandelt or Nowakowski and Rival, also deal with the
slightly different notion of retractions, where the morphisms are the edge-
preserving maps. One could say that our own retracts are reflexive. A more
strict concept would be useless with the quasi-median graphs, because of
the presence of triangles.
The Cartesian product of a family (Gi)i # I of graphs is the graph denoted
by gi # I Gi with the vertex set >i # I V(Gi), and for any two vertices u
and v, [u, v] # E(gi # I Gi) if and only if [prj (u), pr j (v)] # E(Gj) for exactly
one j # I, and pri (u)=pri (v) for all i # I&[ j]. In particular, a Hamming
graph is a Cartesian product of complete graphs. The Cartesian product of
two graphs G1 and G2 is denoted by G1gG2 , and if (Ai)i # I is a family of
vertex sets, with Ai V(Gi) for every i # I, then gi # I Ai=gi # I Gi[Ai]
whenever no confusion is likely.
For any vertex x of a graph G=gi # IGi and for any JI, the fiber
defined by x and J is the subgraph of G, induced by the set of vertices
[ y # V(G) : (\ j # J)(prj ( y)=prj (x))].
In order that the product of an infinite family of connected graphs is
connected, we will consider the following weaker concept: given a vertex a
of gi # I Gi , one defines the weak Cartesian product gai # I Gi of a family
(Gi) i # I as the subgraph of gi # I Gi induced by the vertex set [x # V(gi # I Gi):
pri (a){pri (x) for at most finitely many i # I] (see Sabidussi [S]). It
is obvious that a weak Cartesian product is connected if and only if
each of its factors is connected (in fact, when all factors are connected,
gai # I Gi is the connected component of g i # I Gi containing a); besides,
the Cartesian product coincides with the weak Cartesian product provided
that I is finite; for these reasons both of them will indifferently be designed
by the expression ‘‘Cartesian product.’’ Moreover, for an homomorphism
f : G  gi # I Gi , if G is connected, then f (G)g f (a)i # I Gi for any a # G,
and we can also use, without ambiguity, the notation gi # I Gi for
g f (a)i # I Gi .
2.2. Prefibers. A subset W of a metric space (X, d ) is a prefiber of X if,
for every x of X, there is y # W, such that d(x, z)=d(x, y)+d( y, z) for
every z # W. The element y in this definition, necessarily unique, is called
the projection of x onto the prefiber W and is denoted by projW (x).
Furthermore, if W is a prefiber of X, and if V is a relative prefiber of W,
then V is a prefiber of X. Note that prefibers are also called gated sets, and
the projection of an element y onto a gated set W is the gate of y in W (cf.
[DS], [BMW], [W]).
The notion of prefiber, studied in particular by Dress and Scharlau
[DS] and Tardif [T2], generalizes the notion of fiber of a Cartesian
product of metric spaces. We can easily verify that the family of all
prefibers of X, with the addition of the empty set, forms a convexity.
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3. QUASI-MEDIANS GRAPHS
3.1. Definitions. A quasi-median of a triple of vertices (u1 , u2 , u3) of a
graph G, is a triple of vertices (x1 , x2 , x3), such that:
v xi and xj lie on a ui uj -geodesic i, j # [1, 2, 3];
v dG(x1 , x2)=dG(x2 , x3)=dG(x3 , x1)=k;
v k is minimal with respect to these conditions.
A graph G is a quasi-median graph if
(i) each triple of vertices of G has a unique quasi-median;
(ii) K2, 3 is not an induced subgraph of G;
(iii) the convex hull of any isometric 6-cycle is a 3-cube.
In particular, a quasi-median that is reduced to a single vertex (k=0) is
called a median, and a graph in which every triple of vertices has a unique
median is a median graph. Note that the median graphs are the bipartite
quasi-median graphs (cf. Theorem 5.2 in [W]).
The following further definitions are necessary to recall a characteriza-
tion of quasi-median graphs and of Hamming graphs, which was proved by
Bandelt et al. [BMW].
A graph G has the triangle property, or {-property, if, for any vertices u,
v, w, with dG(v, w)=1 and dG(u, v)=dG(u, w)=k>1, there exists a common
neighbor x of v and w, with dG(u, x)=k&1. G has the quadrangle property,
or h-property, if for any vertices u, v, w, with dG(v, w)=2, dG(u, v)=
dG(u, w)=k>1 and a common neighbor a of v and w with dG(u, a)=
k+1, there exists a common neighbor x of v and w, with dG(u, x)=k&1.
A connected graph G is said to be weakly modular if it has the {-property
as well as the h-property [Ch].
The restrictive conditions (i) and (ii), that are required for quasi-medians
graphs, imply the unicity of the above-mentioned vertex x; thus, in this
case, one can associate to the two preceding properties, two operators
(denoted by h and { respectively) acting on certain triples of vertices.
The concept of prefiber is suitable for the study of quasi-median graphs,
since the prefibers of such graphs have the following properties:
v A subset W of V(G) is a prefiber if and only if it is convex and
2-closed (i.e. if W contains two vertices of a triangle K3 , then it contains
also the third);
v A prefiber is closed with respect to quasi-median, as a convex set
(i.e. the quasi-median of any triple of vertices of a convex set C is included
in C).
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If [a, b] is an edge of a graph G, we denote:
v Wab :=[w # V(G) : dG(a, w)<dG(b, w)]
v Uab :=[u # Wab : u has a neighbor in Wba]
If G is quasi-median, the sets Wab and Uab are prefibers, and the map
? : Uab  Uba defined by ?(u)=v if and only if [u, v] is an edge, is an
isomorphism (cf. [BMW]).
3.2. Theorem [BMW]. For a connected graph G, the following are
equivalent:
(i) G is a quasi-median graph;
(ii) G is weakly modular, and contains neither K2, 3 nor K1, 1, 2 as
induced subgraphs;
(iii) every clique in G is a prefiber, and the set Uab is convex, for every
edge [a, b] of G.
3.3. Cliques of quasi-median graphs. To any vertex x of a clique S of a
quasi-median graph G, we can associate the set of the vertices of G whose
projection onto the prefiber S is the vertex x, and we denote:
WS(x)=proj&1S ([x])
US(x)=[ y # WS(x) : y has a neighbor in G&WS(x)].
Now, any clique of a quasi-median graph is a prefiber, and moreover, an
edge lies in a unique clique, since K1, 1, 2 is forbidden as an induced
subgraph. Thus these two sets of vertices coincide with the prefibers Wxy
and Uxy defined in 3.1, for any vertex y in S distinct from x. Furthermore,
one can specify the arrangement of these prefibers for every x in S, by the
following proposition, whose proof is in the demonstration of the
Theorem 3.2 [BMW, Theorem 1].
3.4. Proposition. If S is a clique of a quasi-median graph G, then for
every x # V(S),
(i) US(x) and WS(x) are prefibers, and there are no edges between
G&WS(x) and WS(x)&US(x);
(ii) y # S US( y)rSgUS(x), and, for any y # V(S), distinct from x,
this induced subgraph is the prefiber of G generated by US(x) _ [ y].
This result is the cornerstone of the method of quasi-median expansions,
a process described by Mulder [M] to characterize and build finite
quasi-median graphs. He proved, and later Wilkeit [W], that every finite
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quasi-median graph embeds isometrically in a Hamming graph, with algo-
rithmic methods. In the following, Theorem 3.6 extends this result to the
infinite quasi-median graphs.
3.5. Edge colouring. To any clique S, one can so associate the cliques
of G, isomorphic to S, which are called the cliques parallel to S, and which
are the copies of S occurring in the prefiber y # S US( y). This relation is
clearly an equivalence on the set of all cliques of G, and we colour with the
same colour all the edges of the cliques of each class.
Let . : E(G)  I be this edge colouring. For each colour i, the relation on
V(G) defined by
a .i b  a and b are in the same component of G&.&1(i)
is an equivalence, whose set of classes is precisely [WS( y) : y # V(S)] for
some clique S whose edges belong to the colour class i. It is natural to
associate to the set of the classes of .i a complete graph Si isomorphic
to S, and whose vertices are the classes of .i.
3.6. Theorem. Every quasi-median graph G embeds isometrically in the
Cartesian product of complete graphs gi # I Si , and this embedding is the
canonical isometric embedding (in sense of Graham and Winkler [GW]).
Proof. This theorem is a consequence of the theorem of isometric
embedding into a Cartesian product of graphs (theorem of Graham and
Winkler [GW], improved by Imrich [I]). Their proof uses the transitive
closure % of the relation %, introduced by Djokovic [D], and defined on
E(G) by
[a, b] %[c, d]  d(a, c)&d(a, d ){d(b, c)&d(b, d ).
It suffices to prove that the classes of % coincide with the edge
coloring ..
Let [a, b] # E(G) with the colour i=.([a, b]), and let S be the unique
clique containing this edge.
If [c, d] is an edge inducing a triangle with [a, b], then [a, b] %[c, d].
Thus, we have [a, b] % [c, d] for any [c, d] # E(S), since % is the transitive
closure of %.
For the same reason, if [c, d] is an edge with c # US(a) and d # US(b),
then we have [a, b] %[c, d], thus [c, d] % [e, f ], for every edges [c, d]
and [e, f ] which belong to cliques parallel to S, and the % -class of [a, b]
contains .&1(i).
Let an edge [e, f ] # .&1(i); the vertices e and f belong to a clique S1
parallel to S and to distinct prefibers WS(e$) and WS( f $), respectively. Let
[c, d] # E(G)&.&1(i); this edge belongs to a prefiber WS( y) for some
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y # S; let x :=projS1( y). Thus, we have d(e, c)&d(e, d )=d(x, c)&d(x, d )=
d( f, c)&d( f, d ), and the couple of edges ([e, f ], [c, d]) does not belong to
the relation %, neither to % , because of the partition of E(G) formed by
.&1(i) and E(G)&.&1(i). It results that the % -class of [a, b] is .&1(i). K
3.7. Hamming Graphs. Every Cartesian product of quasi-median graphs
is quasi-median, and thus a Hamming graph is also quasi-median. The
problem which must be considered is to characterize Hamming graphs as
quasi-median graphs. Such a characterization amounts to establishing that
a quasi-median graph is a Hamming graph if and only if it contains no
induced convex path of length 2. The proof in [BMW] requires some
arguments relevant to finite graphs.
3.8. Theorem. A quasi-median graph is a Hamming graph if and only if
each factor of its decomposition in indecomposable factors is a simplex.
Proof. This theorem results from the decomposition theorem of Sabidussi
[S] and of Miller [Mi] and from the indecomposability of any simplex
(we recall that a connected graph is indecomposable if there exists no
isomorphism  : G  G1gG2 , where G1 and G2 are non trivial factors). K
3.9. Corollary. A quasi-median graph is a Hamming graph if and only
if it contains no induced convex path of length 2.
Proof. The proof of the decomposition theorem in [S] uses the classes
of the equivalence +^ on E(G), which is the transitive closure of the relation
+=% _ &, where & is defined by
For every [a, b] and [c, d] in E(G),
[a, b] &[c, d]  [a, b] and [c, d]
are adjacent and are not in an induced 4-cycle of G.
If G is a Hamming graph containing an induced convex path of length 2,
P=(a, b, c) , then its two edges belong to the same +^-class, and G contains
a factor that is not a simplex, which is impossible.
Conversely, if G is a quasi-median graph but not a Hamming graph, one
of the factors of its decomposition is not a simplex. A copy of any factor
of the Cartesian product (that is a fiber) is convex in G. Let T be the sub-
graph of G, induced by a copy of a factor Tj which is not a simplex, and
let S be a clique of T. If US(x)=WS(x) for every x # V(S), then the edges
of all cliques parallel to S would form the +^-class j, and thus Tj would be
a simplex isomorphic to S. So, there exists at least one vertex x in S such
that US(x){WS(x). In this case, a vertex a in WS(x)&US(x) is adjacent
to a vertex b in US(x), which is adjacent to a vertex c in US( y), for some
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neighbor y of x in S; these three vertices a, b, c induce a convex path of
length 2. K
With this corollary, we can extend a theorem in [BMW] to infinite
Hamming graphs.
3.10. Theorem (cf. [BMW, Corollary 1] for the finite case). For a
connected graph G, the following are equivalent:
(i) G is a Hamming graph;
(ii) G is weakly modular, and contains neither K2, 3 , nor K1, 1, 2 , nor a
convex path of length 2 as a convex subgraph;
(iii) every clique of G is a prefiber, and the sets Uab and Wab are equal
and convex for every edge [a, b] of G.
4. RETRACTS OF HAMMING GRAPHS
This last section is devoted to the proof of the main theorem.
4.1. Theorem. The quasi-median graphs are precisely the retracts of
Hamming graphs.
4.2. Definition. A subgraph F of a quasi-median graph is called a
quasi-median subgraph of G if the quasi-median of every triple of vertices
of F belongs to F. With Theorem 3.2, this comes to impose the stability of
F for the operations defined by the h and { properties.
4.3. Proposition. If F is a quasi-median subgraph of a quasi-median
graph G, then F is an isometric subgraph of G.
Proof. Suppose that F is not isometric: let u, v be two vertices of F, with
dF (u, v)>dG(u, v), and suppose that u and v are chosen so that:
dG(u, v) is minimal with respect to this condition (Min 1)
k=dF (u, v) is minimal with respect to these two conditions (Min 2)
Note that dG(u, v)2, and if w is a neighbor of v in IF (u, v), then the
conditions (Min 1) and (Min 2) imply dG(u, w)=dF (u, w)=k&1, thus
k&1dG(u, v)k&2.
(1) dG(u, v)=k&1.
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The {-property implies the existence of a vertex x of G, neighbor of v
and w, such that dG(u, x)=k&2; x is one of the vertices of the quasi-
median of (u, v, w), thus x also belongs to F, and we have dF (u, x)=k&1
or k, since x is a neighbor of v; therefore, dF (u, x)>dG(u, x), and this is
impossible by (Min 2).
(2) dG(u, v)=k&2.
Let y be a neighbor of w in IF (u, w); thus dG(u, y)=dF (u, y)=k&2 by
(Min 1). The h-property implies the existence of a vertex x, neighbor of y
and v, with dG(u, x)=k&3. This vertex x is the median of the triple
(u, v, y), thus x # F; since x is also a neighbor of v, we have dF (u, x)=k&1
or k, and this is impossible by (Min 2).
Consequently F is isometric. K
If \ : H  G is a retraction of a connected graph, then G is evidently an
isometric subgraph of H. If H is a quasi-median graph, then the proof of
Theorem 7.4 in [W] yields a more precise consequence whose extension to
infinite graphs is immediate.
4.4. Proposition [W]. If \ : H  G is a retraction of a quasi-median
graph H, then G is quasi-median.
4.5. Corollary. Every retract of a Hamming graph is quasi-median.
4.6. Remark. We deduce from Theorem 3.6 that every quasi-median G
can be regarded as a quasi-median subgraph (thus an isometric one) of the
Hamming graph H=gi # I Si , where the factors Si are isomorphic to
cliques of G. Moreover, by the building process, any other Hamming graph
H$ into which G embeds isometrically, contains H; this Hamming graph H$
satisfies the two following properties which result from the fact that the
map { : G  H is a minimal embedding in the sense of Wilkeit [W]:
(i) If a clique S of H contains two vertices of G, then S is included
in G.
(ii) Every factor Si of H is represented in G, that is, for every i # I,
there exists x # V(G) such that the clique [ y # H : (\k # I&[i])(prk( y)=
pri (x))] is contained in G.
Note that it results from this fact that the convex hull of G in H is
exactly this Hamming graph H.
Before proving Theorem 4.1, we recall a lemma from [T1]:
4.7. Lemma. If \ : H  G is a retraction from a connected graph, and if
W is a prefiber of H, then W & G is empty or a prefiber of G.
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4.8. Proof of Theorem 4.1. It remains to prove that every quasi-median
graph is a retract of a Hamming graph. Let G be a quasi-median graph,
that is a quasi-median and isometric subgraph of the Hamming graph
H=gi # I Si as defined in Theorem 3.6. In the following, the mapping
projW into a prefiber W is related to the graph H. Thus for every clique S
of G and for every vertex x in S, we have WS(x) :=proj&1S ([x]) & G,
and US(x) is the subset of WS(x) whose elements have a neighbor in
G&WS(x).
Suppose that G is not a Hamming graph (otherwise we are done), thus
by Corollary 3.9, there exists an induced path (u, b, v) of length 2, convex
in G, and a vertex a of H&G, a neighbor of u and v, with dH(u, v)=2.
Necessarily, dH(a, b)=2, since K1, 1, 2 is not an induced subgraph. So let S
be the clique containing [u, b], and T the clique containing [v, b]. There
exist i and j in I such that S and T are copies of Si and Sj respectively. Let
P be the subgraph of H, isomorphic to SgT, which is the unique copy of
Si gSj containing S and T. Note that T&[b]WS(b)&US(b) (if T&[b]
had a vertex in US(b), then G would contain P, and thus the above-
mentioned vertex a).
With the vertex a, we define an extension of G, denoted by Ext(G, a) as
follow:
The above defined subgraph P is a prefiber of H, as a fiber of a Cartesian
product. For every vertex x # P, we denote: M(x) :=proj&1P ([x]); this set
of vertices also induces a fiber of H, which is isomorphic to M( y) for any
other vertex y of P. Thus, HrP_M(b). Now, let M$(x) :=[ y # M(x) :
\z # (S _ T ), projM(z)( y) # G]; M$(x) is not empty, since it contains in
particular the vertex x (because z=projM(z)(x) for every vertex z # T _ S).
Finally let X :=x # P M$(x), and let G1=Ext(G, a) be the subgraph of H
induced by G _ X.
Fact 1. There exists a retraction \1 from G1 onto G.
Let y # X; then y # M$(x) for some x # P with x=projP( y). For every
vertex z # S _ T, the isomorphism between M(x) and M(z) induces an
isomorphism between M$(x) and its projection onto M(z), and thus
between M$(x) and M$(z).
Let z1 and z2 be two vertices of S (necessarily adjacent), let y1 # M$(z1),
and y2=projM(z2)( y1). Thus y2 # M$(z2) and y1 and y2 are adjacent vertices
of G. Since M$(z1)WS(z1) and M$(z2)WS(z2), it results that y1 and y2
are adjacent vertices of WS(z1) and WS(z2) respectively, and thus y1 # US(z1)
and y2 # US(z2). Then M$(z1) and M$(z2) are isomorphic subgraphs of
US(z1) and US(z2), respectively.
Since the situation with the clique T is similar, M$(b) is also a subgraph
of UT (b), isomorphic to M$(z3) for any vertex z3 of T, and
M$(b)US(b) & UT (b).
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Conversely, from the isomorphism between the prefibers US(z) for every z in
S, or between the prefibers UT(z$) for every z$ in T, we deduce isomorphisms
between US(b) & UT (b) and its projections onto all US(z) and UT(z$). Conse-
quently, M$(b)=US(b) & UT (b). Let B$ :=M$(b); for every x # P, we have
M$(x)=projM(x)(B$) and thus X=H[x # P M$(x)]rPgG[B$].
The map r : V(P)  V(S _ T ) defined by r(x)=x or b depending on
whether x is or is not a vertex of S _ T, is a retraction, which can be
extended to X, by r$ : V(X)  y # V(S _ T ) M$( y), such that r$(x)=x or
projB$(x) depending on whether x is or is not an element of y # V(S _ T) M$( y),
since XrPgG[B$] and y # V(S _ T ) M$( y)r(S _ T )gG[B$]; thus we
defined a retraction \1 from G1 onto G, with \1(x)=r$(x) if x # X, and
\1(x)=x otherwise.
Fact 2. G1 :=Ext(G, a) is a quasi-median graph.
It suffices to prove that G1 satisfies the h and {-properties for any triple
of vertices (u, v, w) such that d(u, v)=d(u, w), with v and w satisfying the
hypothesis of the { or the h property (see Definition 3.1). Let x be the
vertex of H which is the result of the h or {-operation; x # G1 provided
that either x # G, or x # H&G, and its projections onto M(z) for every
z # S _ T must belong to G (many situations must be studied, however
there is no problem with u, v, w in G).
Let y # T _ S, and let u$, v$, w$, x$ be the projections of u, v, w, x on
M( y). Note that u$, v$ and w$ belong to G & M( y), which is a prefiber of
G as an intersection of a prefiber with a retract (Lemma 4.7). G & M( y) is
quasi-median, so we can associate to (u$, v$, w$) a median x", or a quasi-
median of size 1, with its nearest vertex from u denoted by x". Clearly
x" # G & M( y), and since this subgraph is isometric, we have x$=x". Three
cases must be examined.
(1) v and w # X.
In this case, v$ and w$ belong to M$( y), a prefiber of G & M( y); thus
x$ # M$( y) for every vertex y in T _ S, so x # X.
(2) u # X&G, v and w # G.
If v and w belong to S" :=WT (b), then the median or the quasi-median
of (u, v, w) is also the median or the quasi-median of (u", v, w), where
u"=projS"(u), and thus belongs to G. The proof is quite similar if v and
w # T" :=WS(b).
If v # S" and w # T"&S", then v and w are neighbor of some vertex z in
B$, and one has to consider the h-property only: for every y in T _ S, we
have x$=v$=w$, that is, a vertex of M$( y); so x # X.
(3) w # X&G, v # G&X.
Note that G & X separates G1 into two components X&G and G&X,
thus necessarily, d(v, w)2, and again only the h-property must be
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considered. Let z be a vertex in G1 , neighbor of v and w, with d(u, z)=
d(u, v)+1. Necessarily, z # G & X; if z # S", either u # S", then d(u, w)>d(u, z),
or u  S", then d(u, v)>d(u, z), which contradicts in both cases the
hypothesis of h-property (the argument is similar if z # T").
It results from this study that G1 is a quasi-median subgraph of H.
Fact 3. There exists a retraction from H onto G.
Let G0 :=G, and ‘1 :=\1 . By induction, we construct a sequence of
quasi-median subgraphs (G:):0 of H, and a sequence of retractions
‘: : G:  G0 .
For every quasi-median subgraph G: of H containing G, distinct from H,
(thus G: is not a Hamming graph), there exists an isometric embedding
onto H, and a vertex a: in H&G: , with which one can builds by the
above process an extension G:+1 :=Ext(G: , a:) with a retraction \:+1:
G:+1  G: , and thus a retraction ‘:+1 : G:+1  G0 with ‘:+1 :=\:+1 b ‘: .
If : is a limit ordinal, then one defines G: as the subgraph of H induced
by ;<: G; , and the map ‘: : G:  G0 by ‘: :=;<: ‘; . This map is a
retraction from G: onto G0 , since for #<;<:, the domain of ‘# is included
in the domain of ‘; , and ‘# is the restriction of ‘; to G# .
Consequently, there exists an ordinal :, such that G:=H, and thus a
retraction ‘: from H onto G. K
Note. S. Klavzar has informed me that H. J. Bandelt and J. Hagauer
have independently obtained the same result in a still unpublished paper.
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